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Local Government Ministry Holds Work Assessment Meeting Master’s Degree in Distance Learning
regarding the management of
land resources and the allocation
thereof,
village
regrouping,
forestry and wildlife as well as
development prospects along the
Eastern and Western escarpments.

The Ministry of Local
Government on 20 February
conducted a meeting regarding
last year’s work assessment and
the programs mapped out for
this year. The Minister of Local
Government, Mr. Woldemichael
Abraha, presented a report
focusing on last year’s work

accomplishments.
He noted that thanks to the
abundant rainfall in 2016 and the
efforts exerted by the government
and the farming community, good
crop harvest was obtained. He
further gave extensive briefing
pertaining to the study conducted

Upgrading Competence of the Youth
Over 250 youth from the Central Region who attended 3-month
theoretical and practical courses different professions including electricity
and solar installation, poultry, video and still camera shooting, editing and
graduated on February 18.
Mr. Samson Kifle, Head of the NUEYS branch in the Central region, said
that the training is part of the overall multi-faceted efforts being exerted to
upgrade the competence of the youth in various domains.
74% of the total number of graduates are females.

Annual Meeting of Forest
and Wildlife Authority

The Forest and Wildlife Authority
yesterday
conducted
work
assessment meeting. In the course of
discussion held within the premises
of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Minister Arefaine Berhe stressed
that forest and wildlife preservation
is the responsibility of all citizens
and noted the need of the Prosopis
tree for charcoal making in a bid to
meet household demand.
Likewise, the Minister of Land,
Water and Environment, Mr.
Tesfai Gebreselasie explained
that integrated effort is vital for

environmental
management,
control and safety. He also called
on citizens to shoulder their
responsibility in this regard.
Moreover, the General Manager
of Forest and Wildlife Authority,
Mr. Abraha Garza, stated that the
draft plan, organizational chart and
activities of the Authority are set
for approval. He further indicated
that over 250 citizens have obtained
the license for making charcoal out
of the Prosopis tree so as to meet
household demand and prevent
deforestation.

In the course of the meeting,
extensive discussion was conducted
as regards administrative capacity
and integrated management,
coupled with strengthening national
campaigns, implementation of
land proclamation, and the issue of
land lease, tax collection and the
capacity of supervision dynamism,
among others.
The Governors of the six regions
presented reports highlighting
development programs in their
respective regions as well as the
positive aspects and challenges
encountered.
The meeting further conducted
extensive discussion on the
development programs for 2017.

A total of 47 civil servants who
have been attending distance
learning
courses
organized
through the collaboration of the
National Commission of Higher
Education, the University of
Swiss-Management Centre and
the University of South African
graduated with Master’s Degree.
The distance learning program
lasting for 3 to 4 years term offered
in Business Management, Human
Resource Management as well as
Finance Management and Business
Leadership.
Explaining that the objective of
the program is to reinforce human
resource development through,
capacity building. Dr. Bisrat Gebru

Director of Educational Standards
at the National Commission of
Eritrean Higher Education, called
on the graduates to translate into
deeds the knowledge they have
acquired in their respective careers.
Also, speaking on the occasion,
Mr. Semere Rusom, Minister
of Education stated that a total
of 126 civil servants have been
participating in the distance learning
program and that the remaining
would graduate in the coming few
months.
The graduates commended the
Government for creating such
opportunity, and pledged to do
their level best towards nurturing a
prosperous nation.

30th round National Service
Members Graduate
A total of 1,460 members of
the 30th round National Service
of technical schools in Sawa who
have been attending a 6-month
military training graduated on
February 18.
Speaking at the graduation
ceremony, the Commander of Sawa
National Service Training Centre,
Col. Debesai Gide, congratulated
the graduates and said that the batch
including 689 females are from 7
technical schools. he also lauded
the female graduates in particular
for their active participation in
successfully accomplishing the
military, political and physical
training courses provided to them.

Artistic performance and military
parade were staged by members of
the 30th round National Service.
Prizes were also awarded to
winners, outstanding trainees and
trainers.
Also speaking on the occasion,
Brig. General Tekle Libsu,
Commander of the National
Training Centre of the Eritrean
Defence Forces congratulated the
graduates and called on them to live
up to the nation’s expectations.
Pointing out that the government’s
substantial investments towards
nurturing mentally and physically

fit youths equipped with pertinent
knowledge and skills have borne
fruitful outcome and called on the
graduates to effectively apply the
skills they had acquired.
Present on the occasion were
students
of
Warsai-Ykealo
Secondary School and the Sawa
National Service Training Centre.
In another report, Brig. Gen.
Tekle Libsu, Commander of the
Eritrean Defense Forces Training
Center, conducted seminar for
the 30th round National Service
participants on the objectives of the
national service and the progress of
national development endeavors.
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A 15 Minutes Trip to Massawa
Mela Ghebremedhin
Taking a ‘last minute’ short trip
out of Asmara is the best way to
enjoy a break, a change of air,
a change from one’s routine.
Travelling within the country
is common for Eritreans. Some
would go on pilgrimages, hiking,
on a barbecue party or visiting
relatives in the countryside. Many
others would take the time to go
down to the Port City of Massawa
to breathe the air of the Red Sea
and that’s what I did last weekend.
Truly, I realized once again that an
unplanned trip always offers the
best outcome!
On top of that, an important
part of the population goes on the
longest fasting period of the year
until Geez Easter starting this
past Monday, commonly known
as tsom arba’a. Hence, this last
weekend was a must for those
fasting to enjoy before entering
more than forty days of chastity.
And, to my surprise, Massawa
was packed with tourists, young
couples, newly-weds, groups
of youngsters, associations and
even companies on their yearly
gathering. Wonderful to see
the city filled with people. The
chilly season didn’t stop anyone
from jumping into the Red Sea,
while some played football and
volleyball by the beach.
Another reason so many decided
to drop everything and have a
holiday have a holiday also due to
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Upon arrival, the staff welcomed
us by the door of the airport, a
newly built with the latest facility.
After checking in our luggage
and security checks, a high
standardized waiting lounge wass
ready for passengers to commute.
Smartphones and cameras were
quickly out, everyone smiling
at the cameras and capturing the
moment of “I am inside Massawa

time for landing. “Seatbelt fasten,
bi gobo inte’atequ”, told the copilot before thanking us for flying
with Massawa Airways.

Airport”.Finally, the plane arrived,
everyone rushed to the windows
glass making sure that they don’t
miss a second. The plane landed
safely, passengers from Asmara
quickly walked down the plane.
Later on, it was our turn to embark,
kids ran with their back packs
moving from one side to the other
of their back. “I am first, I am first”
they shouted. While lovers slowly
get closer to the aircraft with a bit
of nostalgia, “our trip is over, back
to reality’ some murmured but as
soon as they sat down, with seat
belt fastened, excitement again.

passengers which is a pleasure to
local passengers.

A wonderful first experience
with an Eritrean domestic flight
and surely the beginning of many
more. Eritrean Airlines is putting
the standards high in ensuring
professionalism and security to its

the starting of domestic flights in
Eritrea, making the journey easier
and also a discovery to many.
Of course, I was on one of those
flights. Red Sea Air, the flag carrier
of Eritrea, started its domestic
flights on the 4th of February
linking Asmara to Massawa, Assab
and Sawa. Wonderful, isn’t it?
The seats were full, children with
their parents were the happiest on
board. Many couples were enjoying
the moment, holding hands.
Eritrean pilots were solicited for
photos by a group of mothers
proudly saying “adjokhum eziom
dekina”, literally translated as “be
courageous our children”.
Many
won’t
probably
understand and wonder “why all
this enthusiasm?”… Actually,
being able to offer domestic flights
to citizens, tourists and investors is
a challenge a country has to tackle.
Giving the choice to use different
means of transportation not only
eases the burden on road traffic but
also shortens distances.
Without doubt from a touristic
point of view, going by the road
allows one to visit different towns,
take the time to stopover and visit
different sites. One great option is
to go by the road and come back
by air and this is what I did last
weekend.
Going back to “Why all this
enthusiasm”. It is a particular
symbol for Eritreans and Eritrea to
be able to fly over within the land.
It is an important part of branding
the nation, a way to let local
citizens have access to affordable
air tickets while ensuring their
safety. A local flight, a local plane
with local staff, what else can one
ask for?
Further to this, places such as
Sawa and Assab are now becoming

easier to reach. Especially Assab,
which feels so far away from the
rest of the country can now be
visited easily! No need to take the
long route under the heat of the
Danakil. Parents can easily reach
Sawa and visit their children Sawa
Training and Educational Centre.
Being able to embark on one
of those flights allowed me to see
with my own eyes the development
and service available. As such,
a great surprise. The willingness
of the staff of Eritrean Airlines to
give the best services couldn’t be
denied. Indeed, as I didn’t buy my
ticket in advance, I just dropped
by the Eritrean Airlines office on
Sunday, five minutes away from
Dahlak Hotel in Massawa. A
lady and her two young assistants
welcomed me and other visitors
with a smile ready to answer our
questions. Lucky me, some seats
were still available to Asmara.
After buying my ticket for 366
Nakfa and 50 Nakfa for tax fares,
the company provides a luggage
storage allowing one to go to the
port city and enjoy a meal or a visit
before time is up without having
to carry our belongings. By 2.30
pm, a shuttle bus came to pick us
up by the office to go to Massawa
Airport.

The co-pilot welcomed us on
board both in English and Tigrigna.
A pleasure to my ears to hear one
of Eritrea’s local languages by a
local pilot in a local airplane. At
that exact time, every felt a sense
of pride and realized we were
experiencing flying on a domestic
flight.
Finally, I was able to have an
aerial view of Eritrea’s landscape.
The peaks of the mountains
piercing the thick clouds and
quicker than expected, in just
about 15 minutes after we were
airborne, a plateau on top of the
mountains where Asmara stands
started to be seen. A Wonderful
view of the city. After a round-up,

Certainly, in my next to-do list,
it will be a trip from Asmara to
Assab. Until then, what are you
waiting for? Book your own ticket
now!
For detailed information, visit
the Head Office at Eritrea Airlines
by the Cathedral in Asmara or neat
SDahlak Hotel in Massawa.

Contact details:

Tel. 291-1-125500 or 125501
(Asmara)
Tel. 291-1-552576 (Massawa)
Adult fare in ERN
Under 18 fare in ERN Infant
fare in ERN
Asmara-Massawa-Asmara
600.00 402
60.00
Asmara-Massawa
360.00
212.00 36.00
Massawa-Assab-Massawa
1,010.00 697.00 101.00
Massawa-Assab
680.00
436.00 68.00
Asmara-Assab-Asmara
1,200.00 801.00 120.00
Asmara-Assab 760.00 510.00
76.00
Asmara-Sawa-Asmara 800.00
536.00 80.00
Asmara-Sawa 480.00 320.00
48.00
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Joshua Hammer of the New York Times Another “Fake News” on Eritrea
Sophia Tesfamariam
The term “fake news” is not new,
but it was Donald Trump, during
his first press conference that the
term “fake news” broke out of
media discussions and into the
mainstream. “You are fake news!”
he pointed at CNN’s Jim Acosta.
The President has been calling out
major media outlets several times
a week for being ‘FAKE NEWS’
through his Twitter feed – and
seems to single out CNN and the
New York Times. He once wrote:
“…They [the New York Times]
got me wrong right from the
beginning and still have not
changed course, and never will.
DISHONEST…”
Eritreans could say the same
about the New York Times and other
establishment media in Europe and
the United States, in what seems
to be an obsessive campaign to
cement a negative narrative on
Eritrea through articles, books,
scholarly journals and even movies
and video games. They have gotten
Eritrea wrong from the beginning
and still have not changed course
and probably never will. I don’t
know that they are being dishonest,
but certainly it is a disservice to
their readers and it is stories like
that of Joshua Hammer’s latest
piece on Eritrea that contribute to
the fake news that abounds today
and the distrust of the mainstream
media.
Like many of his predecessors, a

visit to Eritrea, has come to mean
an excuse to repeat debunked
narratives, and should not be
confused with a visit that half
way attempts to verify or provide
context or concrete facts or give a
better understanding of Eritrea’s
challenges and opportunities. His
article on Eritrea is a rehash of
unsubstantiated allegations against
the country made by parachuting
journalists and a well-orchestrated
and
well-oiled
vilification
campaign by Ethiopia, its handlers
and surrogates, the mainstream
media, Guardian and New York
Times in the lead, who partnered
with a network of non-descript
“human rights” and “democracy”
groups funded by the National
Endowment for Democracy and the
George Soros Open Society who
mushroomed in cyberspace in the
after math of the 1998-2000 Eritrea
Ethiopia border conflict.
This author will try once again
to educate readers on the issues
raised by Joshua Hammer in his
New York Times piece on Eritrea.
Hammer writes:
“…This impoverished nation
in the Horn of Africa — bordered
by Ethiopia, Djibouti, Sudan
and the Red Sea — was once
considered among the continent’s
brightest hopes…”
This line is almost always used
by the perpetrators of fake news
about Eritrea. What does it actually
mean? Who are the folks that
“considered Eritrea to be amongst

the continents brightest hopes”?
Truth be told, are they not the same
folks who have contributed to the
negative narratives on Eritrea? Are
they not the same individuals/states
and groups that have burned the
midnight oil trying to isolate Eritrea
and dash the peoples’ hopes? As
for being “impoverished”, that too
does not jive with the reality on
the ground and does not account
for the hostile environment that
Eritrea has been forced into for the
last 15 years. It does not account
for the economic and political
pressure through illegally imposed
US-Ethiopia engineered sanctions
and the 15 year long Ethiopian
occupation of sovereign Eritrean
territories in violation of the final and
binding Eritrea Ethiopia Boundary
Commission’s delimitation and
demarcation decisions.
Unlike some of its neighbors that
rely almost entirely on humanitarian
and development aid to support
their national budgets and mitigate
any crop shortfall, Eritrea relies
mainly on its own human and
natural resources. In spite of a
fragile ecological environment and
recurrent droughts, Eritrea manages
to feed its own people and having
worked in earnest to develop its
water security infrastructure, it has
been able to dodge the effects of
climate change and has not had to
deal with drought conditions found
in the region. Eritrea is also one of
a handful of nations in sub-Saharan
Africa that has achieved 6 of the 8
Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). Despite the negative

speculations
about
Eritrea’s
lucrative mining sector, today, it is
growing and has attracted investors
from around the world. No doubt
it will provide the added impetus
needed to jump start Eritrea’s
economy. Eritrea is also blessed
with comparative advantages in
various sectors and in conducive
conditions of regional peace, its
potential for rapid and sustainable
economic growth is considerable
indeed.
Joshua Hammer, like his
predecessors, writes about the
National Service Program in
Eritrea, but instead of speaking to
those who can provide him with
insight on the program, he like his
predecessors, bases his account on
a few disgruntled voices (3 people
in this story) that he just happens to
run into during his voyage. There
are thousands who are participating
in the NSP and serving in various
capacities throughout the country
as teachers, engineers, surveyors,
small and big machine operators
etc. etc. and thousands working at
Eritrea’s nascent institutions, yet,
these visiting journalists seem to
find just the persons that can provide
the soundbites to fit the desired
narratives. Hammer’s insertion
of the views of a visiting Eritrean
from Norway is calculated, and
meant to drive in the notion that the
feelings of Eritreans is universal,

not limited to those “stuck” in the
country.
Hammer does not bother to write
about the asylum policies that
have contributed to the luring of
Eritrea’s youth with false promises
of greener pastures in Europe and
the United States. Hammer says
the youth want to flee, but does not
tell the horrific stories of what they
encounter once they leave Eritrea.
He does not write about the horrors
of life in the various UNHCR
funded camps found in Ethiopia
and neighboring states. He does not
tell about the organized trafficking
rings that operate in these countries
and beyond. He does not write about
the dire fate of those who arrive on
Europe’s doorsteps, desperate and
destitute, only to be rejected and
placed in detention centers and
camps for years on end. No, that
would not fit the desired narrative.
By the way, if by accident or by
some freak chance, these fake news
journalists run into someone that
does not agree with them, the usual
label is that they are a “government
spy”, “close to the leadership”, or
“member of the ruling party”…
As has been the norm with
purveyors of fake news on Eritrea,
Hammer confuses the Commission

continued on page 5
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Nowadays our movie houses seem
to have taken fancy to video films
made in Eritrea by Eritreans. Long
are gone the days of theatrical plays.
What happened? Maybe it is easier
to transport videos than a group of
actors with their accoutrements.
And stage actors may get ill and
miss rehearsals. It is difficult to get
a replacement soon. The understudy,
under pressure of the shining light,
usually tends to mess things up.
With video, the story is already
imprinted in the magnetic tape or
perhaps digitally stored. The actors
have already left after being paid.
The producer is now free to do
whatever he or she likes with the
film. He/she can even make the
actors speak in various languages by
simply inserting subtitles or through
dubbing. This cannot be done with
plays.
The problem with our local videos
is however their lack of simplicity.
They are high budget films made
with low budget projects. They
aspire to reach the stars but remain
grounded for the rest of their lives.
I have seen some of them recently.
Good story, bad script. Good script,
bad shooting. Good shooting, bad
editing. They are never perfect or
near perfect. There are exceptions of
course.
Most are made for quick profit
with mostly inexperienced stage
actors and sometimes with people
who have never ever played on
stage. A person can be a good stage
actor but that alone cannot make him
or her, a good film actor. There is a
great gap between plays and films.
Histrionics is for plays; it has no
place in serious films.
Besides, on the overly glossed
poster one can see the name of
the producer, director, editor and
costume designer, but most of the
time, the job description is not clear.
Cinema is one of the only art forms
that can be truly called a collaborative
effort, but, there is no clear-cut role
in the making of our movies. That’s
why the producer or director rarely
pays attention to lighting or sound
effects. Because, the job is left to
anybody. And anybody is liable to
make foolish mistakes.
There are no consultants or

What I like about the film is that
the whole story begins and ends in
the same building. No location, no
scenery, no artificial background,
no extras, no trips abroad, no
violent action. Just a simple and
less expensive production. A real
human encounter with human
weakness and short comings.
What about the music? The Italian
or German national or festival
music that was being played at the
square served as the background
music for the film. It was simply
wonderful.

advisors. Just make a love film
with enough melodrama to make
the audience shed emphatic tears.
Exploiting the emotion of viewers
is not good. The idea should be to
entertain and teach. When you make
people weep, it should be justified.
Poor producers are ready to make
people laugh with antics and cry
with overacted death scenes.
In all the local videos I have seen, I
have never come across anyone with
its original film score. The music or
film theme, if there is any, is a direct
copy or popular light or classical
music. I remember listening to La
Paloma( a popular Spanish song)
played during a battle scene. I don’t
know what this Paloma is about, but
is the producer sure that it fitted into
the scene he chose for it? Perhaps it
was a dance battle!
Of course, these days no one is
immune to imitation. But, when one
imitates, one should at least be very
subtle about it. Imitation is suicide.
It shows mental poverty. Creative
minds should abhor imitation,
especially cheap imitation. Scores
and musical soundtracks have been,
and almost always are, integral to the
movie-watching experience. There
are many cinema fans that appreciate
the sound in film and understand the
effort that goes into creating and
integrating a good soundtrack.
Simple is beautiful. Why not
produce films about the life of a

Medeber scrap merchant? About the
hardship of a student life? The dream
of a shoe shiner?
A couple of years back, I watched
a movie of Una Giornata Particolare
(a special day) in translation. I
envied the film for its simplicity.
I came to realize the Italians were
talented filmmakers. They are really
great. Well, haven’t they produced
Michael Angelo and Leonardo Da
Vinci in the past and Versace.
The film is a superb production.
Hitler comes to Rome to pay a
visit to the Duce. Everybody goes to

the festival. The city is almost empty.
Whole families are in the big square
where the two dictators harangue
the poor Italians by turn. Some old
people remain at home and listen to
the radio. A certain woman is home
alone. On the next block, a man is
home alone because he doesn’t like
dictators. The woman has a bird in
a cage. She inadvertently opens the
cage. The bird flies away and lands
on the sill of the window of the house
on the next block. The bird becomes
the cause for the meeting of a man
and a woman. But, the romance (of
course, a bit of cheating) remains
until the festival is over. Five hours
at most.

Of course, after a bit of search in
the old Google- I found out were
Marcello Mastroianni and Sofia
Loren, both superstars. But what
made the film unforgettable was its
simplicity. Simple but wonderful!
It is the kind of cinema where the
director treads the middle path,
trying to present a dry or serious
subject as a sugar-coated pill,
where the quantity of sugar never
exceeds the quantity of medicine.
I wish our video producers did
the same with their production.
In my humble opinion, keep it
simple but creative. Don’t imitate.
Have some variety by changing
themes. Not always about love and
war. The world is more than love
and war. Remember Good Will
Hunting, The postman.
Truth is simple, one Philosopher
said, it is the foolish of the earth
that complicate it.
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Local News
“Indemaso Award of Excellence”
A total of 196 students in the Southern Region who demonstrated
excellence in the 8th Grade General National Examination have received
“Indemaso Award of Excellence”. The awardees from 24 junior schools in
the region scored above 80% in the national examination.
Mr. Girmai Gebru, Head of the NUEYS branch in the Southern region,
said that the main objective of the award program is to encourage and
motivate students who attain competence in their academic career.
Mr. Hibtizgi Kidane, head of the Education Ministry’s branch in the
Southern region, called on the awardees to demonstrate such excellence
throughout their cadmic carrier.
The students on their part said that the award would motivate them
to achieve competence in their education and commended parents and
teachers for the strong support they extended to enable them to achieve
success.
Mr. Salih Ahmedin, Chairperson of the NUEYS, explained that academic
and professional skill upgrading courses would continue with vigor and
reaffirmed that the union would do its level best to this end.
“Indemaso Award of Excellence” for 8 Grade students was introduced
some three years ago with the collaboration of the NUEYS and the
Education Ministry’s branch in the Southern Region.
th

Livestock
Vaccination
Over 54 thousand livestock in 14
Administrative areas of Mai-Aini
sub-zone have been vaccinated
against different diseases. The
program is making significant
contribution to the development of
livestock in the sub-zone.
Mr. Woldeab Asfaha, Animal
Health expert, said that the active
participation of owners facilitated
the effectiveness of the program.
The owners indicated that the
program is making effective
contribution to their livestock and
called for its sustainability.
It is to be recalled that in this
month over 60 thousand livestock in
16 Administrative areas of Tsorena
sub-zone received vaccination.

Seminar for Garage Owners
The Central region Police Traffic has conducted seminar to garage
owners and administrators in addition to wood and metal works owners
regarding traffic and safety measures.
Lt. Colonel Taddese Berhane, Central region Police Traffic Commander,
called on the meeting participants to inform the Police Traffic ahead of
maintenance resulting from accidents.
He explained that promoting traffic safety is one of the responsibility of
all citizens.

Improved Maternity Service in
Barentu Sub-zone
Reports indicated that the number of pregnant women obtaining efficient
maternity service is on the rise thanks to the expansion of healthcare
facilities in Barentu Sub-zone.
With the expansion of such service in the Sub-zone, the work load of
Barentu Referral Hospital has been eased.

Boosting Fisheries Production
Fishermen in Beilul said that they have managed to boost production thanks to the substantial support the
Ministry of Marine Resources has been extending to them in terms of fishing materials.
The fishermen further pointed out that efficient road network such as the road linking Beilul and Wadie have
enabled them to sell fish to remote areas.
They also reiterated that they would make full use of modern fishing technology besides sharing fishing and
maritime sanitation experience to the youth.

Joshua Hammer of the New York. . .
continued from page 3

2016 was rejected.
Hammer also wrote:

of Inquiry and the Special
Rapporteur who produced the now
rejected report on Eritrea, with the
United Nations. It was this group
that accused Eritrea of committing
“crimes against humanity”, not
the United Nations. Neither the
COIE, nor Sheila Keetharuth, the
Special Rapporteur, produced
any evidence to support the
outrageous allegations found in
the report, which relied heavily on
manufactured information provided
by the minority regime in Ethiopia
and sub-standard “research”
provided by its surrogates in the
Eritrean Quislings League (EQL).
Hammer also neglects to mention
the fact that the Commission of
Inquiry was disbanded in July
2016, its findings rejected by the
UN Human Rights Council, and
also the fact that whilst the mandate
of Sheila Keetharuth, the Special
Rapporteur, was extended for a
year, her credibility and reputation,
and of the intuitions that she has
been associated with, have suffered
a devastating blow. Her report to the
UN Third Committee in October

“…Its leaders have been
sanctioned by the United Nations
for providing aid to Al Shabaab,
the Islamic terrorist group in
Somalia. (The United Nations
Monitoring Group on Somalia
and Eritrea reported in 2012
that the government, under
international pressure, had
ended its direct support of the
group.)…”
This is yet another example of
lazy journalism. The US-engineered
sanctions, a continuation of a very
hostile policy of appeasement
and legal attrition of the EEBC’s
decisions, were transparent in their
motives. They were orchestrated
to give the regime in Ethiopia a
win that it could not get in its USbacked bloody war of aggression
and expansion, or through legal
arbitration. The illegal, unfair and
unjust sanctions should be seen
in this context. The desperate
agenda led to equally desperate
means and as the record below will
show, the usage of manufactured
facts, outright lies, and deliberate

deceptions that mark the ugly USEthiopia saga that used Somalia as
a pretext.
Ever since the US-backed
Ethiopian invasion and occupation
of Somalia, Eritrea has been placed
in the position of being presumed
guilty and was asked to disprove
the SEMG’s allegations. Eritrea
was asked to prove that it did not
support terrorism, that it did not
arm groups-specifically Al Shabbab
in Somalia, that it did not have
Eritrean forces “fighting alongside
the ICU” etc. etc. Here are facts
that could help put the sanctions
into context:
•
The Monitoring Group
said, in its first submissions, that
there were “2000 Eritrean forces”
fighting alongside the Union of
Islamic Courts in 2006. This
turned out to be a lie fabricated
by the Ethiopian regime.
•
The Monitoring Group
again said, in November 2011
prior to UNSC Sanctions
Resolution 2023, that Eritrea was
the owner of a plane that made
several trips to Mogadishu to

deliver arms to insurgents there.
The false information provided to
the SEMG came from “Ethiopian
intelligence”… the list is long.
Fortunately, time has exposed
the many outrageous lies and
fabrications. (SEMG reports these
days acknowledge the fallacy of the
Al-Shebaab dimension). Wikileak
cables have also shed light on the
underhanded shenanigans that
took place in the Horn and the
extraordinary efforts of various US
officials in the Obama and Bush
Administrations who worked in
tandem with the Monitoring Group,
the US Mission at the United
Nations and with surrogate regimes
in the Horn, to use the African Union
(AU) and the Intergovernmental
Authority
on
Development
(IGAD). The WikiLeaks cables
also expose an ugly record of arms
twisting, lying and extraordinary
coordination by US Ambassadors
in the region and members of the
Ethiopian government including its
Prime Minister to get “stand alone
sanctions” against the State of
Eritrea using Somalia as a pretext.
Fake news contributed to the illegal
sanctions against the State of Eritrea
and its people.

Omission of facts is what
contributes to distortions found in
fake news. For instance, Hammer
claims in his report that “According
to the government guides” he spoke
to, “the country received fewer than
1,000 tourists in 2015”. Hammer
could have gotten the exact
numbers had he consulted those
who have the information, but by
telling his readers his sources were
“government guides”, he figures he
can get away with it.
The fact is that thousands of
Eritreans who reside in Africa,
Europe and the United States visit
Eritrea annually.
Immigration
figures show that there were
29,518 foreigners and 112,882
nationals residing abroad who
visited the country last year (2016);
the year Eritrea celebrated its
25th Independence Anniversary.
Hammer deliberately omitted that
fact because it could not jive with
the narrative that he was trying to
advance. As Donald Trump would
say, this is DISHONEST!
The era of journalists as purveyors
of the truth has long ended and it
behooves all to be weary of fake
news as it can cause great harm…
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Bisha Mining Share Company PLC is inviting interested applicants for the following position.
Position: Human Resources Officer
Number: 01
Administration
• Ensure that all Human Resources activities are captured on the system.
• Ensure that the promotion process is followed through in line with the promotion
procedure.
• Ensure that HR report deadlines are met.
• Ensure that all HR issues are handled and finalised.
• Ensure that all HR processes are followed in line with procedures.
Recruitment
• Ensure that the recruitment procedure is followed.
• Shortlisting of candidates for HOD.
• Setting up and conducting the interviewing process.
• Follow-up the pre-employment process.
• Responsible for employment contract and signing off of the contract of employment.
• Ensure that new employees are booked for induction process.
HR Documentation
• Ensure that all relevant HR documentation is filed correctly.
• Signing off of leave application forms in line with entitlement and policy.
• Ensure that all documentation for promotions are captured and signed off.
• Ensure that all required documentation is processed in time to be captured on payroll
system/finance.
• Exit interviews to be signed off and escalated to manager/supervisor.
Performance Management
• Ensure that the Performance Management process and policy is followed and deadlines
are met by Managers.
• Capture all performance management data on HR system.
• Ensure that performance management form is signed off by both employee and manager.
Terminations
• Ensure that notice period is in line with employee contract.
• Ensure that termination forms are signed off by manager.
• Ensure that severance pay policy is followed.
• Process the exit interview.
• Ensure that exit clearance forms are signed off.
• Prepare certificate of service.
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS
Qualifications:
• Diploma/Degree in Human Resources/Degree Business Management
Knowledge and Experience:
• 1 – 3 Years’ experience in general Human Resources
• Customer Service experience
• Previous experience on HR software package
• 1 – 3 years in Administration

Proficient in HR System
Attention to detail
Knowledge of Policies, Procedures and
Processes
Ensure that HR audit requirements are met
Address HR issues
Business Communication skills
Knowledge of current legislation
Administrative skill
Report writing skills

Bisha Mining Share Company is inviting applicants for the following position for Bisha
site project;
PIT CONTROLLER

Major Duties and responsibilities:-

Technical Skills
Computer Literacy (MS Office – Intermediate)

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Behavioural Skills
Communication (English and Local
language)
Assertiveness
Interpersonal Relations skill
Ability to meet deadlines
Accuracy
Confidentiality
Integrity/Ethical
Ability to work under pressure

General Information and other requirements:
• Place of Work:
Bisha.
• Salary: 		
As per Company salary scale.
• Type of contract
Indefinite
Additional requirement for Nationals:
• Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence of
release paper from the Ministry of Defense.
• Present clearance paper from current/last employer.
• Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a copy
of your National Identity Card etc.).
• Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an
interview.
• Application documents will not be returned to sender.
• All applications should be sent through the post office.
• Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
• Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
• Note to non- Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Aliens Employment Permit Affairs,
P. O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.

Number required – (01)
Type of contract – Indefinite Period
Major Duties and responsibilities.
Planning
•
Participate in daily toolbox meeting
•
Collection of Pre-Start sheets

Implementation
•
Enter Index Start machine hours at beginning of shift.
•
Receive machine usage information from Operators and Mining Supervisor.
•
Accurately Record the activity of each machine and status.
•
Communicate with Operators and Mining Supervisor continuously on status
of Machines
•
Report maintenance request to HME maintenance Supervisor
•
Follow up on Maintenance progress
•
Enter Index End at end of shift.
•
Hand over to next shift

Reporting and Data Control
•
Produce SIC report every 3 hours to HME and Mine Supervisors
•
Generate Daily report
•
Generate Cumulative Report daily

Supervise/Manage the team
•
Collaborate with other departments

Qualifications:
Diploma / Certificate in computer science / data base administration /
mining
Knowledge and Experience:
•
•

2-3 years previous experience or related experience through
knowledge and experience of Ms Access, Word and Excel,
One year data base administration.

Technical Skills
•
Computer Literacy (MS Office –
Access, Word, Excel) Good database
operations
•
Analytical Skill
•
Attention to detail
•
Problem solving skill
•
Plan, Organise & Execution skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to work long shifts both day
and night shift.

Able to understand English & local
language
Knowledge of SQL database system
Use 2 –way radio communication
Risk management & assessment
Report writing

Behavioural Skills
•
Communication
(English & local
language)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Information and other requirements:
Place of Work:
Bisha.
Salary: 		
As per Company salary scale.

Interpersonal skills
Accuracy
Ability to work
under pressure
Ability to work
toward strict
deadlines
Assertiveness
Results oriented
Initiative
Ability to multitask
Ability to work in
multi-disciplinary
environment

Additional requirement for Nationals:
Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence of release
paper from the Ministry of Defense.
Present clearance paper from current/last employer.
Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a copy of your
National Identity Card etc.).
Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an
interview.
Application documents will not be returned to sender.
All applications should be sent through the post office.
Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
Note to non - Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Aliens Employment permits Affairs,
P. O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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\VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT VA/01/2017
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) office in Asmara invites qualified applicants
(Eritrean) for the following vacant post:
Post title: 			
UN Dispensary Nurse

•
•

Condition of employment: Fixed Term at ICS 7 Level
Duty Station:			
Asmara
Organizational Context

•

The UN Clinic Nurse performs the functions under the immediate supervision of the UN Medical
Physician with regards to technical matters only and the overall supervision of the UN Resident
Coordinator for all administrative matters.
The technical supervision of the physician and the medical personnel in the field as well as the
Technical performance evaluation will be executed by the UN Medical Director or his nominee. In
order to ensure that UNDP should facilitate external access to its Performance Development and
Management system to MSD.

•

•

Education: Registered Professional Nurse and first level degree from an accredited
Baccalaureate Nursing Programme (University) or equivalent such as an accredited Diploma
Programme (4 years).
Certificates in ECG, CPR or Basic Life Support and ACLS or equivalent emergency medical
care is an asset. Recognized additional training in primary health care and midwifery is
desirable; HIV/AIDS Management training is desirable.National registration and license is a
requirement.

Within delegated authority, the Nurse shall be responsible for the following duties:
Attend the UN Clinic on a full time basis;
Assist the UN Physician in the performance of his/her duties
Responds to emergency calls during outside office hours when necessary and assists
Medical Officers in providing adequate care;
Give first-aid and advice to the staff and their recognised dependents;
Ensures effective liaison between patient and private doctor, paramedics, family members,
and colleagues as appropriate;
Documents case findings.
Performs diagnostic and screening tests such as: ECG, x-rays, laboratory (blood and
urine), and other tests as required.
Performs clinical assessment of patients visiting the walk-in clinic;
Facilitates referral to the UN Medical Officer or to an outside physician, as required.
Ensures preparedness of staff travelling on missions or reassignments, including
administration of appropriate vaccine, instructions on malaria prophylaxis and other
travel-related ailments.
Instructs on the content and potential uses of the travel kit.
Assists in providing health education and health promotion programs;
Participates in work environment assessment, e.g. office ergonomics, and addresses other
occupational health issues.
Coordinates medical evacuation and cooperates with Medical Services Division in N.Y.
and the receiving facilities in home countries;
Assists in providing medical support during evacuation and repatriation;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience: Minimum 5 years of continuous clinical experience in nursing preferably in a
multicultural environment;
Intensive Care and health administration. Supervisory experience in a UN field operation is an
asset. Knowledge and understanding of relevant UN administrative policies and procedures
is desirable.
Experience in Trauma and Emergency care is desirable;
Experience in the usage of computers and office software packages (MS Word, Excel, etc) is
desirable.
Language requirements: Fluency in English (spoken and written).and national language of the
duty station.
Other considerations: For more details please collect the Terms of Reference from the UNDP
Reception Desk. Interested applicants should submit duly filled P11 form (available at the UNDP
Reception Desk, UN Office in Asmara) and a detailed CV with supporting documents. Copy of
document indicating exemption from/completion of national service should be sent to UNDP
Reception Desk, P.O. Box 5366, and UN offices, Asmara, Eritrea.
UNDP will contact those who are considered Potential candidates. Closing date for the application
is 10 days from the date of announcement.
“UNDP is an equal opportunity employer which strives to achieve overall balance in its
staffing patterns”
o
•

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Bisha Mining Share Company is inviting applicants for the following position for Bisha site
project:
Position: HME (Heavy Machinery Equipment) Operator Level-1
Number required: (01)
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Planning

•

o

Attend “Toolbox Meetings” every morning and then plan the day’s activities depending
on priorities

o

Implementation

o

Operate the Tipper Truck and Water Truck efficiently, completing specific tasks, as
requested by supervisor.Ensures good housekeeping.

o

Follow all mine environment, safety and health procedures.

o

Follow equipment operating procedures to ensure correct use thereof. (Pre-start checks;
safe driving).

o

Report any problems with the equipment to supervisor and maintenance.

o

Practice good housekeeping of the machines, both inside the cab and outside.

o

Be willing to operate other machines if authorised and certified to, as and when
requested.
o Follow Mine road safety rules
• Reporting
o Report progress of jobs to supervisor.
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS
•

Qualifications:
o Grade 10 -12

Advises evacuees on the requirements for evacuation and/or escorts patients if needed;
Concludes or closes medical evacuation files to enable staff members to submit claims;
Assist in arrangements for the deceased;
Designs and implements outreach programs for mission personnel;
Plans and organizes preventive and promotes medical fairs;
Perform medical briefing for incoming staff and conduct first aid training;
Assess needs of clients visiting the walk-in clinic, provides care/advice (e.g., the benefits of
preventive medicine etc.) accordingly and facilitates referral to the UN Medical Physician
or to an outside physician, as indicated;
Administer minor “outpatient” treatment and immunization requirements;
Assists in maintaining records of patients’ medical data including consultations and
treatment;
Maintain strict confidentiality with regards to patient’s medical records; patient
management and treatment.
Perform medication, injection, dressing, stitching, foreign body extraction and so on as
needed;
Performs other related duties as required

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Summary of key functions:

•
•
•
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•

4th Grade Drivers licence

Knowledge and Experience:
o 3- 5 years relevant experience (mine; civil; road works)
Technical Skills
• Behavioural Skills
o Driving skills
o Communication (local
language)
o Attention to detail
o Team player ,Timekeeping
o Fit and healthy
o Prioritizing skills & multiskilling
o Problem solving skill
o Ability to work towards strict
deadlines
o Ability to work with in a
o High level of accuracy, Selfteam.
motivation
o Understand and follow
instructions

General Information and other requirements:
Place of Work:
Bisha.
Salary: 		
As per Company salary scale.
Type of contract:
Indefinite period
Additional requirement for Nationals:
Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence of release paper from
the Ministry of Defense.
Present clearance paper from current/last employer.
Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a copy of your National
Identity Card etc.).
Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an interview.
Application documents will not be returned to sender.
All applications should be sent through the post office.
Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
Note to non-Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Aliens Employment Permit Affairs,
P. O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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Wedi Tikul,Music and the Eritrean Armed Struggle
Billion Temesghen

The Eritrean armed struggle is mostly known for surpassing the conventional form of ‘war’ and setting a path of its own whereby every national participated in a
historical, humanitarian and cultural revolution. Tons of books should be written on the endless aspects that made the Eritrean Armed Struggle rare in the history of
humans, but, for today, I present you an interview with a veteran freedom fighter, singer and song writer and see if we can get an unpretentious look at the concept of arts
(music in particular) during the Eritrean armed struggle for independence; while on the way we get to know veteran freedom fighter and singer Wedi Tikul.

Thank you for being on our page
Wedi Tikul, you are commonly
known by your nick name…

troops would join hands and form
one single cultural troupe for tours
outside of the country.

It’s true. I rarely hear my name
anymore; my name is Tekle
KifleMariam and I was born and
raised in a village called Tikul.
When I joined the armed struggle
I was baptized with the nickname
that completely took over my
name. It was common for freedom
fighters to bring up nicknames; we
did it sort of for fun, plus since
we were all young we naturally
enjoyed doing such things for
giggles. My nick name originated
from the name of my home village,
the Tikul boy, but nicknames would
be easily brought up by almost
everything: funny incidents, one’s
looks, habits or special occasions.

You did tours abroad during the
armed struggle?

When did you join the liberation
movement?
In 1976 going on 1977, and I was
17 years old.
Did you always want to be a
singer? Like a childhood dream
or something?
Absolutely not. I didn’t even
know I could sing. However, I
knew how to pull some kirrar
strings. After military training we
got placed in our respective units
and I would simply play some
songs for my comrades.
Back then our people had no
freedom to document history in
books. So instead, we have many
legends and their folk music with
metaphorical lyrics that preached
freedom, the peoples’ longing
for independence and exhaustion
of continuous torment on every
national. Those songs were like our
gospels; they touched the deepest
of every national’s heart. Therefore
when all of us young freedom
fighters away from our families
would sit and think of home,
those songs gave us hope and
consolation. And in that moment…
when we would simply sit together
under a small desert tree shade and
we would cheer up each other and

Sure thing we did! I first visited
Europe, the Middle East and
America with my freedom fighter
typical afro hair and Congo plastic
sandals!
entertain ourselves.
So how did you exactly become
the singer you now are?
The front had a strong vision. In
times of no war, everybody would
go to school under big trees, we
would also go to work, do cultural
events and sports even… and
just do about every activity that
ordinary people would normally
do. So the front was extremely
rich in human resources; we had
doctors, engineers, pharmacists,
professionals of all sorts. The
front had people from all walks of
life, starting from professors and
PhD holders of top universities to
peasants who never saw a single
letter all their lives. Nevertheless,
we all contributed greatly in the
things we knew.
And so I was told to sing, my
comrades told me to sing for them.
I was not a musician nor was I
a lyricist ever before but those
who had a musical hunch would
assist me in making sense out of
my Kirrar strings. That is how it
worked. We all contributed, and

there was no such thing as private
ownership or private idea, lyrics
or track… absolutely not. All of
the songs I sang then are not mine.
They are ours; my comrades and I
contributed equally. Even the artist I
am today is not an accomplishment
of my own but of my brothers and
sisters many of whom are martyrs
I left behind… my comrades made
me.
Help me understand how the
front tackled cultural affairs
Okay. I was singing for my unit
and along with comrades who had
the talent to sing we were chosen
to form a band for our brigade.
Similarly every brigade in the
front, which were 3 in total, would
each accordingly set up a band.
The bands had the task to entertain
the freedom fighters in the front
and nationals around the country
and abroad.
We would also do inter-brigade
tours, where we would do tours
amongst the brigades. It was
so beautiful and rich in cultural
diversity. When needed, the 3

Unbelievable! Can you tell me
more?
The front had strong and intense
networks. You know, to begin with,
going out of the liberated areas
and organizing cultural shows for
the people with enemy’s soldiers
hovering over our people is not
easy, not for us or for the civilians.
But we did it anyways. Our people
missed us greatly, and they’d do
anything for even a single hour
of reunion with us… we were all
the people’s children. They loved
us incredibly. Therefore we did
tours within the liberated or almost
liberated areas in the country and
countless of people would come
from every corner of the country as
if it was a pilgrimage.
And for our people outside, with
the help of EPLF offices all over
the world, we would plan tours that
sometimes lasted multiple months.
We would pack our instruments
and cross the borders simply to tell
everyone that we were doing okay
in the burning mountains of Sahel
and deserts of our country.
What would you normally sing
of?
The themes of our songs
were vast and not complicated
but carried messages of hope,
homesickness, victory, pride in
our fallen heroes and more. Some
of the songs told of our battles and
our war days, some of memories of
home, some were entertaining and
some very emotional. The themes
were simple to grasp but had
within them divine significance.
Contemporary big mouths dare to

call them propaganda songs, but
I would like to use this occasion
to vow otherwise. Those themes
had no intention of propagating
anything at all; they were letters to
our people.
What about the studios for
recordings… Did you record in
the field?
Yes we did. You are probably
imagining sound proof recording
systems with high tech equipment,
but no, we had small recording
gadgets accompanied by video
recordings. We play and someone
records. In 1978 with the launching
of Radio Dimtsi Hafash things got
a lot better.
Music now and then
I don’t even dare to compare
them. Sometimes I feel guilt for the
fact that soon after independence,
we, my self-included, focused
more on the profits. Nothing can
top the artistic production of the
armed struggle, it encompassed
the passion, vision and devotion of
many.
I have so far published 7 albums
and I try to do remakes of my old
songs as much as I can, while
staying true to patriotic and national
themes, which again, are not
propaganda but simply themes of
development, peace and stability.
A message to young artists
The first generation of artists
after independence have still a hold
of patriotic themes and I hope the
second generation, too, will be able
to follow the senior’s footsteps and
express the profound history of our
armed struggle comprised in forms
of art.
At the end
I want to remind young people:
journalists like yourself, artists,
historians and whomever else,
to keenly document the Eritrean
struggle for independence and
development.

